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Management Topics

Outsmarting the would-be pirate
Technical Software Protection Measures

In un age ofyore, pirates were identified as quasi-humanfiends
who roamed the high seas in search of treasure and invariably
sported a patch over the socket of one eye. By comparison, modernday pirates are unrecognizable. But as many a software vendor will
tellyou, indeed they still exist. They've abandoned ship and the
treusure they now seek is neither dazzling nor buried. But the h&htech secrets they steal instead can slowly drain the resources ofthe
young and vulnerable software industry. Fred M. Greguras, Esq.,
has researched this pressing problem, and in this article, part one
o f a two-part series, he shares his insights as to what can be done
about it. In this article Greguras identifies various types of culprits
and discusses means by which software vendors may deter or discourage unauthorized copying and use.

a

Although a legal protection program for computer software is
very important, many software suppliers also implement technical
and other practical measures to deter or prevent unauthorized
copying and use. The feasibility of implementing a particular protection measure depends on the perceived threats to the software;
whether the software is intended to operate on a mainframe, mini
or microcomputer; its value; the cost of implementing the protection measure; the difficulties in detecting improper copying and
use; the cost of a legal enforcement program; and, very importantly, the impact of the measure on the ease of use of the software. The determination as to what action to take, if any, is primarily a tradeoff between the cost of implementing the measure
and these other factors.
It can be difficult or impossible to detect unauthorized copying
and use of software except for the most flagrant incidents of
abuse. Any protection scheme can be broken if enough resources
are allocated to the effort, but such pirates expect to recoup these
costs through some form of commercial exploitation. In these instances legal action must be taken. Under other circumstances, a
cease and desist letter is the only cost-effective action to take if
unauthorized copying is detected. But such a letter has no legal
force. Filing and following through on a lawsuit in every matter
would be time-consuming and costly and the outcome probably
would not be conclusive or favorable in every instance. Thus,
practical measures to protect software can be extremely important
in preserving its commercial value.
Identifying t h e t h r e a t a n d t h e r e s p o n s e
One type of pirate uses people, equipment and other software to
break protection schemes with the intent to exploit the pirated
software for commercial benefit. These operations usually have a
high profile at some point because of their commercial motive. No
protection scheme can withstand this type of threat because of the
resources allocated to breaking it. A software supplier must be
prepared to take legal action against such a pirate.

a

Another threat is the business with multiple central processing
units (CPUs) which licenses one or several copies of a software
package with the intent to make copies for use on all of their
CPUs. T h e software supplier could lose significant sales if this
occurs. Programmers and other technical resources are available
to assist in breaking the protection scheme, probably including a
copy program which circumvents the copy protect scheme for
software which executes under the operating system of the CPUs.
This type of copying can often be prevented by technical
precautions.
A third threat is the casual copier who obtains a friend's copy and
attempts to make a copy for himself. He also may have a copy pro-

gram which circumvents basic copy protect methods. Such an
individual's objective might be to have a copy of every software
package available for his model of computer. This type of copying
can also often be prevented by technical precautionary methods.
Another threat is the "war games" type of individual who wants
an intellectual challenge and seeks to break the protection scheme
more for this purpose than commercial exploitation. His greatest
resource is usually time. A supplier will not likely lose many sales
to this type of threat.
Deterring unauthorized copying and use
These measures are primarily psychological and evidentiary
rather than preventive and are used extensively for microcomputer software. They include a legal protection program of
copyright and other proprietary notices on and in the software
and on documentation.
Delivery of the software in object code form only, which is the
practice of most suppliers, is a deterrent because, unless the code
is successfully disassembled, the pirate's ability to compete can be
overcome if the supplier makes continual enhancements to the
features of the software. The software supplier stays ahead of
such competitors by the dynamic nature of his product. Only
registered users or new licensees receive copies of such
enhancements.
Salting the software with "fingerprints" assist in proving
copyright infringement or trade secret misappropriation. In the
absence of direct evidence of copying, access and substantial
similarity are the primary elements of circumstantial evidence of
copying. Copying may be proved even without a showing of access
when the alleged infringing work is so strikingly similar as to
preclude the possibility of independent creation. The appearance
of any of the following "bit signatures" in allegedly independently-developed software could not occur by coincidence, and
therefore, would be evidence of copying: meaningless routines
(including a useless circuit on a read-only memory), copyright or
trademark notices, or owner's name and address.
The routines and notices should be disguised to prevent detection
and removal. Some microcomputer software is encrypted with the
decryption key on the same diskette. This helps disguise "bit signatures'' and routines used as protection methods. The problem,
however, is that the program itself must be able to find these
signatures.
Serialization of diskettes, i.e., embedding a number or other identifier on each software diskette, provides an imprecise tracking
system to identify the geographical source of infringing copies.
Shipments of copies of the software to geographical areas or even
specific dealers can contain a designated range of numbers.
Serialization also assists a supplier in customer support by providing an early warning system for detecting defects in manufacturing lots and other quality control problems. Assigning a specific
registration number or other identifier (which is embedded in the
program diskette) to each licensee provides a precise tracking
system but is more difficult to implement.
Implementing trademark protection can help a software supplier
retain his competitive position even if enforcement action against
a pirate is ineffective or not economically feasible. The goodwill
built up in a mark can provide a competitive advantage even if a
pirate attempts to market copies of the stolen software.

This article reprinted with premission from the "ICP Insiders' Letter, April/May 1984O by International Computer Programs, Inc.,
9 0 0 0 Keystone Crossing, Indianapolis, IN 46240.
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Marketing

acceptance rate to mailed invitations is customary. Be sure to check the
date of the mailing list and find out how often it is updated before purchasing. Using telemarketing techniques, such as contacting those who have
been mailed invitations by phone, have proven effective in increasing
invitation response rates by as much as 50 percent.
Develop type, format, a n d logistics for s e m i n a r

Add seminar selling to your
marketing programs
Are you using seminar selling effectively? Are seminars an important part
of your marketing program? If not, they should be.
Seminars are a great way to:
Educate prospects on available solutions and solicit feedback to aid your
future product development
Promote new products to prospects in specific vertical markets
Qualify prospects before scheduling expensive sales calls
Establish person-to-person contact between sales representatives and
prospects
Build credibility and promote good will
An active seminar program can bring you qualified leads and help you to
gain share-of-mind among your target audience. But, like all marketing
programs, to be effective, seminars demand a commitment of time and
energy. Above all, they require an extreme amount of attention to up-front
planning and organizing. At Hewlett-Packard, we've found that it's advantageous to establish and review some seminar guidelines each time we
begin the planning process. I hope the following guidelines will give you
some ideas about how to approach and organize your own seminar
program.
Select y o u r m a r k e t
Determine the size and type of your audience. Are you targeting one vertical market, or are you looking across industry lines (e.g. personnel managers, production engineers)? Do you know who the decision makers are?
For example, if your target market is education, who do you want to reach
- business managers, registrars, deans of students? If you are having
trouble identifying and securing mailing lists for the audience you want to
reach, you may wish to work with a telemarketing firm. It can help you
identify, qualify and invite attendees who meet a set of your specifications.
Be sure you define your audience a t kast four months in advance to give
your sales reps time to do their own prospecting in this market.

Do you think prospective customers need to be educated in application
solutions, if so, consider inviting an industry expert as a speaker. You may
even be able to charge for such a seminar and cover your costs for room
rentals, invitations, refreshments, etc. Be sure that the industry reputation
of your guest will be a real draw for your seminar. Another technique which
may be appropriate is to invite a customer who already is using the solution
you are proposing to give a short testimonial. On the other hand, your
audience may be more technically oriented. Would these prospects prefer
to see demos of the software packages and the details of their capabilities
instead of an education-oriented seminar? The more you can align the format and contents of your seminar with the interests ofyour audience, the
more successjul it will be.
Review all of the logistics with the hotel coordinator or on-site coordinator.
if the seminar is being held at your location. Put allof the details in writing,
so all parties understand who is responsible for food service, room setup,
equipment, etc. Be sure to have contingency plans for malfunctioning
equipment, more or fewer attendees than expected, late or absent
speakers. etc.
P r e p a r e invitations
Your invitation should be similar to a direct mail piece. You want your
invitee to: 1. open it, 2. read it, and 3. respond to it. In addition to date,
time and place information, be sure to emphasize the benefits your attendees will receive from attending, e.g. "learn business systems strategies
which focus on solutions for rapid growth."
If some of your invitations will be hand-delivered by sales reps as a
prospecting tool, you will need to have them printed approximately two
months in advance. Your mailed invitations should arrive to invitees
approximately one month prior to the seminar. You should plan on mailing
them six weeks in advance to allow two weeks for delivery. Don't forget to
enclose a business reply card. Remember: ThereS nothing worse for
customer relations than customers that receive invitations after the fact.
Remind attendees

A telephone reminder to those who have enrolled is essential. Results from
one HP seminar showed that 88 percent of those previously registered
actually attended the seminar after they were reminded a few days earlier
by phone. Only 33 percent of those who were previously registered and
were not reminded by phone attended.
Present the seminar

Do you first want to educate prospects on the solutions available and
follow-up at a later date with specific demonstrations? Will this be a series
of seminars? Do you want to educate your audience and do a product pitch
at the same time? How do you propose to measure success? Be sure to set
specific objectives - your seminar activities and results will revolve around
them.

Go over all the facility details, confirm the speakers and equipment needs
immediately prior to the day of the seminar. Be sure all attendees sign in,
receive printed materials and fill out evaluation forms. A good way to
ensure attendees turn in evaluation forms is to hold a drawing and offer a
prize. Make sure additional staff members are on hand to help with the
unexpected, talk to prospective customers at receptions, etc. Make some
notes to yourself about what questions are frequently asked, what goes
well, which speakers are most effective, etc.

Choose a d a t e a n d location f o r y o u r s e m i n a r

Follow-up

Choose a time and location that will be convenient to your customers. Consider offering more than one seminar during the day so that your attendees
can pick the best time in their schedule to attend, and so you can get as
much mileage as possible out of the time spent planning and preparing for
the presentation. Assign a seminar coordinator.

Determine your lead follow-up procedure prior to presenting the seminar.
Don't be caught in a situation of playing catch-up! You, as the coordinator,
will want to get feedback from your sales reps to help you determine how
effective the seminar was in terms of generating good leads and new business. Be sure to get their comments in writing so you can refer to them in
planning future seminars.

S e t y o u r objectives a n d c r i t e r i a f o r m e a s u r i n g s u c c e s s

S e c u r e y o u r invitation l i s t
If you are not using a telemarketing firm, it will be up to you to secure a
list of prospects to invite. Associations and trade journals which cater to
your target market provide mailing lists for a fee. Also, your local library
may have directories with names and addresses of key prospects in companies that you want to reach. Keep in mind that a one to five percent
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Good luck!. . . and don't forget the "thank yous" to participants.
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Marketing

Each month, in this new column, our guest authors will tackle a
marketing issue of concern to our readers. We invite you to send in
your questions, ideas, etc. to Marketing Exchange. Perhaps you
even have a valuable tip to share with our readers. Send all of your
inputslquestions to:
Marilyn Rauchle
Hewlett-Packard Company
Value-Added Supplier Program
19447 Pruneridge Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
We're anxious to hear from you!

Cross-Licensing Classifieds

Contact Person: Leopoldo Fedeli
Type of Distributor Wanted: HP 1000 OEM
Geographic Coverage: Europe
Industry: Computer Aided Engineering
Abstract: Two-dimensional computer a~deddraftlng system running on HP 9000 Series 200,500 multl user HP-UX
Company Name: Accugraph Corporation
Address: Courtyard 112 Merton Street
Toronto
Ontario, Canada M4S 228
Phone Number: (416) 482-7008

Software Packages Available

Contact Person: Mr. Don Whitbeck

Industry: A / E Consulting Firm

Type of Distributor Wanted: OEM or Software Supplier In
mechanical, electrical englneerlng, architectural areas or facihties
management

Abstract: GIC CUE is an interactive project control system designed
for easy application to any project. It is a full range system
supporting all project control functions including planning
and scheduling, estimating. data management, cost and performance measurement, and accounting.
Company Name: Gilbert Associates, Inc
Address: P.O. Box 1498
Reading, PA 19603
USA
I'hone Number: 215-775-2600
Contact Person: Paul J. DeMeo
Geographic Coverage: US and International
(Europe, Far East,
Canada, Mexico, Australia)
Industry: Buildings Design - Piping (ASME Code)

Geographic Coverage: North America
Industry: Warehouse Distribution
Abstract: Comprehensive telemarketing, order management;
sales analysis and commissions; accounts receivable;
inventory management; purchasing control; accounts
payable and general ledger budgeting control.
Company Name: Backo Data, Inc.
Address: 85 W. Algonquin Road, Suite 190
Arlington Heights, IL 60005
USA
Phone Number: 312-956-1053
Contact Person: Jerry Baker. President

Company Name: Cortis & Lentini SpA

Type of Distributor Wanted: Full service consultant software
and HP OEMs

Address: Via Della Moscova 16
Italy
20100 Milano

Georgraphic Coverage: US, Canada, United Kingdom and
Europe

Contact Person: Antonio Brogio
Type of Distributor Wanted: HP 10001HP 90001HP 200 Senese
Geographic Coverage: Worldwide
Industry: Cbnical Medicine
Abstract: PSYCHE11000 is a system for mathematical analysis
of the EEG
SCILLA11000 performs clinical testing (e.g.
haematology analysis)
IDRAI1000 is an open software package for analysis
of data acquired by a gamma camera.
Industry: CAD
Abstract: TDS11000 is an interactive solid Modelling system.
TDS is a language interpreter and operates in the
following modes: console interaction, batch operation,
program mode. Available in English, French Italian.

ADS - Advanced Interactive Drafting System on HP
1000. ADS is a language interpreter operating in.
console interaction, batch operation, menu driven,
program mode. Languages: English, French, Italian.
Company Name: Euro-bit
Address: Via G. Armellini 37
00143 Roma (Italy)

Industries: Distribution and/or Manufacturing.
Abstract: Complete Integrated Accounting, Distr~but~on
and
Manufacturing for the HP 3000.
Industries: Cable companies, leasing companies and newspaper
and wire services.
Abstract: Contract Administration System tracks and monitors all
client contracts. Features automatic renewal, escalation
of fees, etc.
Company Name: Probe Software Sciences Ltd.
Address: 666 Sherbrooke Street West
Suite 2101
Montreal, Quebec. H3A 1E7
Phone Number: 514-842-8141
Contact Person: Mr. David A Gillman
T y p e of Distributor Wanted: Consultants, Software Houses
Geographic Coverage: Worldwde
Industries: Fruit a d Vegetable Wholesalers
Abstract: Complete integrated package, Sales, Purchasing, Inventory Control, Accounting for the HP 3000.
Company Name: Favor Software Sciences Ltd.

Phone: (06)5921541
Computer Focus - International
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Address: c/o Probe Software Sciences Ltd.
666 Sherbrooke Street West
Suite 2101
Montreal. Quebec. H3A 1E7
Phone Number: 514-842-8141
Contact Person: Mr. David A. Glllman
Type of Distributor Wanted: Consultants, Software Houses, HP
Salesmen
Geographic Coverage: USICanada
Industry: Structural Engineering
Abstract: BASIC integrated procedure for concrete design with
static and dynamic analysis. Completely interactive,
from general load analysis to steel design and drafting
with screen editor. Over 30,000 statements; national
codes personalization needed; source program available
under special agreements.

Industry: Manufacturing
Abstract: For HP 250 computers - Structura software packages
for CAM. Covering all data processing requirements of
a manufacturing company like: material management,
bill of material, order processing, calculation, production
control, standard time determination, factory data collection, time attendance, production feedback, cost
accounting, reporting. bookkeeping, accounts receivable, accounts payable, and payroll. Structura FORM
package, the same as above adapted especially for foundries plus: multiple regression analysis, linear progr. for
charging optimization, calculation of gating and riserIng, casting technique, and metallurgical technique.
Company Name: WEIGANG MCS
Address: Stoeberlstr. 6 8
D 8000 Muenchen 21
W -Germany
Phone Number: 089-5807760/Telex: 52 14 254 wmcsd

Company Name: CDM s.r.1.

Contact Person: Heinz Koldt. Dr. Ulrich Fauser

Address: Via Lombroso, 11
10125 Torino, Italy

Type of Distributor Wanted: open

Phone Number: (11) 6505713
Contact Person: Massimo Marchetti
Type of Distributor Wanted: Third party supplier in HP 9000
Series 200, with specialization in this application.
Geographic Coverage: Worldwide
Industry: Discrete Manufacturing
Abstract: MAPI3000 is a totally integrated single data base
accounting and net change MRP system-COBOL I,
COBOL 11, now with shop floor control and capacity
requirements planning.
Company Name: Intertec Diversified Systems, Inc.
Address: 2625 Park Boulevard
Palo Alto, CA 94306
USA
Telephone Number: 415-326-8900
Contact Person: J.A. Lazzaro
Type of Distributor Wanted: Manufacturing systems installers
Geographic Coverage: Many US areas available

Geographic Coverage: open except bookkeeping and payroll,
which is mainly adapted for German speaking countries
....................................................................
Industry: Manufacturing
Package Name: PRODSTAR
Abstract: Integrated MRP software package for material management (inventory, bill of materials), time management
(work centers, routings). work-in system (order planning. releasing, tracking, shop loading. print-out of shop
papers), costing (standard cost, work order cost). MRP
(work-orders and purchase-orders suggest~ons).
Company Name: PRODSTAR Production Software, Inc.
1270 Avenue of the Americas,
Suite 2708
New York, NY 10020
USA
or
PRODSTAR Production Software SA
18 B Ave. de la Gare
74102 Annemasse
France
Telephone: US: 212-307-1960, Telex 961654
France: +33(50)38-73-76. Telex 385960
Contact Person: Michel Benveniste

Industry: Manufacturing - General
Abstract: C.A.Q.E. - Quality control data base and statistics
package for automatic data acquisition from dimensional
measuring instruments such as C.M.M1s, profile projectors, electronic gauges, lasers, multi-axis, video measuring systems. HP-86, HP 9000 Series 200
Company Name: Charles Seifert Associates, Inc.
Address: 101 West Mall Plaza, Suite 301
Carnegie, PA, 15106
USA
Phone Number: 412-276-9040
Contact Person: Charles Seifert, Jr.
Type of Distributor Wanted: Manufacturers of precision
inspection instruments, and representatives working in the
metrology field
Geographic Coverage: US

Type of Distributor Wanted: Any distributor with manufacturing specialization (HP 3000 and HP 150)
Geographic Coverage: US - Canada
Industrial countries except France
Industry: Manufacturing - Includinggovernment and commercial
contractors
Abstract: ON-LINE, interactive, fully integrated manufacturing
and financial system utilizing a single data base that
operates on the HP 3000 Series
Company Name: Western Data Systems (W.D.S.)
Address: 22120 Clarendon Street
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
USA
Phone Number: 818-340-4041
Contact Person: John Meaney
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Type of Distributor Wanted: System organization operating in
the manufacturing marketplace
Geographic Coverage: Worldwide
Industry: General Management Applications
Abstract: PROBE13000 is an interactive data analysis tool which permits managers to analyze corporate data with no programming. PROBE creates statistical tables, report-quality
output.
Company Name: Columbia Research Center, Inc
Address: 530 S.W. Harrison
Portland, OR 97201
USA
Phone Number: 503-225-01 12
Contact Person: Glenn Keto
Type of Distributor Wanted: Any inquiries welcome
Geographic Coverage: North America

Phone Number: 301-263-8593
Contact Person: Laurent Deschamps
Type of Distributor Wanted: Reputable, knowledgeable persons
experienced with production costlschedule control.
Geographic Coverage: International
Industry: Surveying/Ciuil Engineering
Abstract: Complete surveying package, start to finish. Final plans,
contours, base sheet. Archival quality plans, design commands, adjustments, intersections, etc.
Company Name: Coffin Advanced Technologies
Address: Box 916 Cony Road
Augusta, ME 04330
USA
Phone Number: 207-623-9475
Contact Person: Kerry Coffin
Type of Distributor Wanted: HP-86, HP 9816 dealers

Industry: Mechanical Engineering
Abstract: Aids in design of mechanical cams. Synthesis of follower
motion, geometry of cam, dynamic forces and stresses are
computed. Output can be printed or plotted. Drawing of the
cam and output of cutter coordinates are available.
Company Name: Delta Engineering Corporation
Address: 2024 W. 7th Street
Muncie, IN 47302
USA
I'hone Number: 317-286-5601
Contact Person: Alan Jordan
Type of Distributor Wanted: Open
Geographic Coverage: US
Industry: Process and Manufacturing using
Programmable Controllers (PC)
Abstract: STARNET: Provides comprehensive applications for
supervision of networks of PCs by HP 1000 A-Series using
PCIF. Widely used in food, chemical, electronic assembly,
robotics, pharmaceuticals, water treatment.
C:ompany Name: Denniston & Denniston, Inc
Address: 3436 N. Kennicott Ave.
Arlington Heights, IL 60004
USA
Phone Number: 312-398-8500
Contact Person: Wm. B. Denniston Jr.
Type of Distributor Wanted: International Technical OEM familiar
with process controIIfactory automation, programmable controllers.
Geographic Coverage: Worldwide

Geographic Coverage: Worldwide
Industry: Funding agencies like World Bank,
United Nations, etc.
Abstract: Project information, management and accounting for fund
ing projects. Package runs on HP 3000 using IMAGE and
VPLUS. Has interface with HP's word processor and
graphic software.
Industry: Insurance
Abstract: On-line menu driven for life and health insurance, using
IMAGE, VPLUS and COBOL 11. A comprehensive package
for requirements of life and health insurance companies of
medium size. Runs on HP 3000.
Industry: Cross Industry
Abstract: File management system for creation and maintenance of
test and production files. This is an on-line utility for
IMAGE, KSAM and MPE files.
Company Name: Blue Star Limited
Address: 74, SDF 111, SEEPZ,
Andheri East, Bombay 400 096
India
Phone Number: 632 8669
Contact Person: Vasant R. Shroff
Type of Distributor Wanted: OEM or Software Supplier
Geographic Coverage: Worldwide
Industry: Cross-Industry
Abstract: A compiler that generates COBOL source code from
QUERY report procedure statements for HP 3000
users.
Company Name: Proactive Systems Ltd

Industry: Shipbuilding, Ship Repair and
Commercial Production
Abstract: An interactive system designed to provide management
with the tool to better control production costs and
schedules.
Company Name: SPAR Associates, Inc.
Address: 927 West Street
Annapolis, MD 21401
USA

Address: 110 New Bond St.
London
W1Y 9AA
England
Phone Number: 1-467-1694
Contact Person: Roger Lawson
Type of Distributor Wanted: Any OEM or software suppIier
Geographic Coverage: Open
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Industry: Cross-Industry
Abstract: Multi-FORTH'" is a real time language and operating
system for HP 9000 Series 200 computers. It includes
multitasking, assembler, editor, HP-IB interface, graphics,
other hardware high level commands and utilities. MultiFORTH is known for its speed and compactness - it runs in
under 64K. Excellent in factory automation, data acquisition, process control, robotics, and other application areas.
Company Name: Creative Solutions, Inc
Address: 4701 Randolph Rd. #12
Rockville, MD 20852
USA

City: VLterAs
Sweden
S-72183
P h o n e Number: 021-104124
Contact Person: Lars Oden
T y p e of Distributor Wanted: CAE consultants
Geographic Coverage: Worldwide
- -

-

-

Industry: Cross-Industry - emphasis on
construction, electronics

P h o n e Number: 301-984-0262

Abstract: VUE is an on-line project management system using the
critical path method to help managers establish and manage
realistic project schedules.

Contact Person: Christine Colburn

Company Name: National Information Systems

T y p e of Distributor Wanted: Open

Address: 20370 Town Center Lane
Cupertino, CA 95014
USA

Geographic Coverage: Worldwide
Industry: Cross-Industry
Abstract: Applications driver and expanded operating system for
HP 3000. Gives fourth-generation language capabilities
to MPE, with enhanced language syntax, conditional
testing, substitution expressions, procedures, menus.
multi-tasking and security.
Company Name: Datamaster Computer Service
Address: 1215 Fifth Street
Eureka, CA 95501
USA
Phone Number: 707-445-8425
Contact Person: Gary Todoroff
T y p e of Distributor Wanted: OEM dedicated use sublicensing,
overseas sales, major US city distributors
Geographic Coverage: Worldwide

Phone Number: 408-257-7700
Contact Person: John Enyedy
T y p e of Distributor Wanted: Any HP 3000 OEM or third party
supplier with a market for this type of software
Geographic Coverage: Worldwide
Industry: Cross-Industry - marketing
departments
Abstract: Marketing Management System (MMSl3000) is a menudriven package for processing and tracking advertising and
sales leads, producing form letters, aiding in telemarketing
follow-up, producing advertising and product analyses, and
providing office automation features. In addition, MMS can
be integiated with some of the more popular word processing and data base systems at the micro level. HP 3000 uses
MPEIV and HP 150 uses MS DOS.
Company Name: JEB Systems, Inc.

Industry: Croa-Industry - Productiuity software
Abstract: TRANSFERIl-2-3 - easy to use utility permits the
transfer of HP 150 based data intoLOTUS 1-2-3. Provides input field selection and automatic cell assignment. A must in mini-to-micro links. Expands the
usefulness of LOTUS.
Company Name: Hawaiian Software Company
Address: 4901 Morena Blvd., #203
San Diego. CA 921 17
USA
P h o n e Number: 619-270-6316
Contact Person: Samuel L. Band

P h o n e Number: 603-823-5587
Contact Person: James E. Brock
T y p e of Distributor Wanted: HP 3000 OEM or software supplier
Industry: Cross-Industry - emphasisfactory automation, process control,
data acquisition, real-time applications
Abstract: Multi-FORTH'" is a real-time 32-bit languageloperating
system for HP Series 200 computers. Runs in under 64K.
Assembler, editor and other utilities included.

T y p e of Distributor Wanted: Open

Company Name: Creative Solutions, Inc.

Geographic Coverage: Worldwide

Address: 4701 Randolph Rd.. Suite #12
Rockville, MD 20852
USA

Industry: Cross-Industry
Abstract: SANDYS - Simulation and Analysis of Dynamic
System. A modern, powerful, interactive CAE tool with
unique features for electrical, control and mechanical
systems simulation
Company Name: ASEA
Address: Dept KYT
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Address: 57 Main Street. P.O. Box 70
Franconia. NH 03580
USA
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P h o n e Number: 301-984-0262
Contact Person: Christine W. Colburn
T y a e of Distributor Wanted: All OEMs - s~ecificallvfamiliar with
~G-HP
9000 Series 200 line
Geographic Coverage: US primarily, possibly International

Marketing

Industry: Cross-Industry
Abstract: Financial model processor on HP 3000, HP 1000, HP 150
consisting of modeling processor (FMP), file processor
(FP) (consolidations, currency problems) and an automatic
pilot (to execute repetitive series of FMP and FP). Available in English. French, German and Dutch.

Address: Via Della Moscova 1 6
20100 Milano, Italy
Geographic Coverage: Worldwide
Contact Person: Antonio Brogio
Type of Package Needed: Commercial Loan ~ c c o u n t i n g

Company Name: Beyers and Partners

Industry Application: Banking-Leasing

Address: Michielssendreef 26/40
Brasschaat, Belgium
2130

Needed by: Benson Software Systems

Phone Number: (432) 31652.03.03
Type of Distributor Wanted: Companies with knowledge of the
local software market and an in-house financial expertise

Address: 3 Harbor Drive
Sausalito. CA 94965
USA
Geographic Coverage: US
Contact Person: Pat Bensaa
Phone Number: 415-331-3643

Industry: Cross-Industry
Abstract: SYDAID software instrument provides the means for
interactive application generation and maintenance. Consists of a compiler translating source file, code files and an
interpreter to run the code.
Company Name: Sydes
Address: Brusselpoortstraat 8, Bus 4
Mechelen, Belgium
2800

Type of Package Needed: Mapping - cartography
Industry Application: General purpose utility
Needed by: Columbia Research Center. lnc.
Address: 530 S.W. Harrison
Portland, Oregon 97201
USA
Geographic Coverage: North America

Phone Number: (32) 15/42 22 72

Contact Person: Glenn Keto

Contact Person: Mr. Jacques Van Damme

Phone Number: 503-225-0112

Type of Distributor Wanted: Expertise with HP 3000
Geographic Coverage: Belgium

Type of Package Needed: HP 3000 - Manufacturing Control System
Industry Application: Production Material Management

Industry: Cross-Industry
Abstract: Series of MISTRESS products:
MISTRESS - fully relational data base management
system, written in C, for UNIX operating systems.
MISTRESS PLUS - combines powerful MISTRESS
RDBMS with M-VISION, a dynamic data display, and MWRITER for flexible report architecture.
MISTRESS/32 - advanced relational data base management
system for extended addressing UNIX products.
Company Name: Rhodnius Incorporated
10 St. Mary Street, Suite 602
Toronto. Ontario
M4Y 1P9
Phone Number: 416-922-1743
Contact Person: Mr. Doran R. Foeller
Type of Distributor Wanted: OEMs
Geographic Coverage: International

Needed by: Merit Systems, Inc.
Address: 5700Crooks Road, Suite 219
Troy, MI 48098
USA
Geographic Coverage: Michigan, New Jersey, Texas
Contact Person: John Silvi
Phone Number: 313-879-7600
Type of Package Needed: Numerical Control, Finite Element
Analysis, Engneering Analysis
Industry Application: Mechanical Engineering
Needed by: Accugraph Corporation
Address: Courtyard, 112 M e r b n Street
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
M4S 228
Geographic Coverage: Canada, US
Contact Person: Mr. Don Whitbeck
Phone Number: 416-482-7008

Software Packages Wanted
Type of Package Needed: CAD 3-D on HP 9000

--

Type of Package Needed:

Industry Application: Industrial Automation,
Robotics, Mechanical
Design, Civil Engineering
Design for HP 1000/HP
98XX

Personnel/Employee Management

Needed by: Cortis & Lentini SpA

CAPIRVU Package

Tumor Registry Reporting
Laboratory Supply/Material Management
Clinical Microbiology
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Marketing

Surgical Pathology

Type of Package Needed Signal Processing

Blood Bank

Industry Application:

Audio Systems

Industry Application: Medical Laboratory

General

Needed by: DATALAB, Inc.

Automatic Test
Equipment

Address: 16800 Imperial Valley Drive, Suite 400
Houston, TX 77060
USA

Type of Package Needed: Biomedical Signal Processing

Geographic Coverage: North America

Industry Application: Medical ImagingiDiagnostics

Contact Person: Virginia FielylHarrell Blacklock
Phone Number: 1-800-231-6351
Type of Package Needed: Process Control, Operator Interface, Process
Graphics, Maintenance
Industry Application: For HP 9000Series 200, HP 1000
Needed by: United Electric Company
Address: 1011 Washington Ave. South
Minneapolis, MN 55415
USA
Contact Person: James Boulware
Phone Number: 612-338-1915
Type of Package Needed: Solid modeling for HP 9000 Series 200 or
500
Industrial Application: Mechanical or Civil Engineering
Needed by: Cortis Lentini Torino
Address: Via Campana, 7
10125 T o r ~ n o- Italy
Contact Person: Gianni Arolfo
Phone Number: (1 1) 687584
Type of Package Needed: Finite Element Modeling
Industry Application: Aerospace
Type of Package Needed: Structural Modeling
Industry Application: Dynamic Mechanical Assemblies
Type of Package Needed: Circuit Simulation
Industry Application: VLSIIBoardiSystems Design

Needed by: ANALOGlC CORPORATION
Address: 1 Audubon Road
Wakefield, MA 01880
USA
Geographic Coverage: Worldwide
Contact Person: Bruce R. Mackie
Phone Number: 617-246-0300, ext. 2093

You can list your company in the Cross-Licensing Classifieds
(either Software Packages Available or Software Packages
Wanted) by sending the information in the
format used here to:
Hewlett-Packard Company
Value Added Supplier Program
Attn: Vince Mancuso
19447 Pruneridge Avenue
Cupertino, CA 95014
USA
Entries will run for two months. The most recent additions are
shaded. Be sure to send the information in at least one month
before you wish it to appear.

Interex offers discount on
conference proceedings
Interex, the International Association of Hewlett-Packard Computer Users,
is cleaning out its warehouse and offering selected conference proceedings
at a special discount for a limited time.
For only $15* each, Interex members can order the following conference
proceedings. Cost to nonmembers is $30* each.

Type of Package Needed: Finite Element Analysis

Conference

System

Industry Application: Architectural Structures

Anaheim 1984
Edinburgh 1983
Fort Worth 1983
Montreal 1983

HP 3000
HP 3000
HP 1000
HP 3000

Type of Package Needed: Flight Simulation
Industry Application: Aerospace
Type of Package Needed: Vibration Analysis
Industry AppIication: AerospaceITransportation

A. Original two-volume set
or
B. Condensed version
Copenhagen 1982

HP 3000

Offerforconference proceedings expires October 31, 1984.
Type of Package Needed: Scientific Computation
Industry Application: Research Laboratories (Physics, Electronics.
Sonar, Audio, Radar)
Type of Package Needed: Financial Modeling
Industry Application: Economic Forecasting

Back issues of Interact, the HP 3000 users magazine, and TC Interface, the
technical computer users magazine, are also available, as well as Contributed Software Library (CSL) extended documentation. To obtain an
order form listing prices and other pertinent information about publications in stock, call Geri Hehir at the lnterex office, 415-941-9960, or write
to the Order Processing Department, Interex. 2570 El Camino Real, Mountain View, CA 94025, USA.

'Price includes mailing and handling via US surface mail.
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Personal Computers

The HP-71 - a complete
handheld system
The HP-71 family of peripherals and software has
grown into a fully complemented computing system.
The HP-71 system now has more solutions available
than any other handheld product.

Dedicated peripherals
A 4K-byte RAM increases total memory to 33.5K
The new card reader snaps into the HP-71
providing easy, inexpensive off-line storage
The HP-IL module links the HP-71 to the HP
family of peripherals and beyond.
New peripherals
The HP 9114 portable disc drive offers disc access
to a handheld computer with the convenience of
battery operated portability.
The HP ThinkJet personal printer offers 80 column
printing in a portable, quiet environment.
Software
The HP-71 system expands on an already wide selection of software with such features as:
Curve Fitting: Ideal for statisticians and mathematicians. Contains curves not even available on
desktop computers.
Math: T h e most sophisticated offering of math
functions yet by HP. Incorporates IEEE floating
point math standards and includes finite Fourier
Transforms.
Circuit Analysis: Quick, portable solutions for
electrical circuit design.
Surveying: More points available than ever before
in a portable surveying computer.

Finance: You can use the finance ROM with your
own BASIC programs to create sophisticated financial analysis.
Text Editor: A valuable aid in translating programs
from other personal computers to the HP-71. Ideal
for short memos and notes.
Combine these new software applications with those
already available and you'll find that HP offers the
complete solution to your needs.
Development tools
FORTH/Assembly ROM: HP offers two new programming languages. This is the only application of
FORTH that allows BASIC to be called from a
FORTH program and vice versa.
Software Development Utilities: You can develop
programs on your personal computer and use the
HP-71 as a dumb terminal.
Internal Design Specs: Documentation that opens
up the HP-71 to software and hardware developers.
The HP-71 combines all this power with the affordability and convenience of a handheld computer.
Backed by HP's commitment to quality and service,
the HP-71 is a real winner.
I

I

CSO Direct Order
CSO Fast Phones - the easy, direct way for you to order
supplies, accessories, media, furniture and software.

Location
United States
California
United Kingdom
France
Belgium/Luxembourg
Switzerland
Italy
West Germany
The Netherlands
South Africa
Canada
Toronto Local
Ontario
Quebec
British Columbia
Other Provinces
Sweden

Telephone Number
800-538-8787
408-738-4133
0734-697201
(6) 928 32 64
(02) 762 32 00
(057) 31 22 54
or31 2259
(02) 92 36 91
(06) 5 48 31
07031-142829
07031-223133
020-470639
802-5111
53-7954
28-4178
416-671-8383
1-800-387-3417
1-800-387-3417
112-800-387-3154
1-800-387-3154
08-7502027
08-7502028
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HP 1000 supports new
HP 2565A and the 2566A
printers
The HP 1000 MIEIF-Series now support (via HP-IB)
two new heavy-duty line printers, the HP 2565A (600
lpm) and the HP 2566A (900 lpm) through the HP
2608A plug compatible interface. Support for the RS232C interface is planned to begin the end of the year.
The HP 1000 now supports a complete family of
impact line matrix printers. The HP 2563A (300
lpm), HP 2565A (600 lpm) and HP 2566A (900 lpm)
printers support the same level of features, due to
Hewlett-Packard's Printer Command Language
(PCL). You can just unplug one printer and plug in
the other printer, and print the same form or output
(bar codes on the HP 2565166A will be slightly larger
than the HP 2563A). Therefore, you can move these
printers from system to system without having to
change your software, thus protecting your software
investment.
The HP 256X family fits well into the manufacturing
marketplace where bar codes, graphics and OCR
capability are required. The engineering system user
will also be pleased with the speed of these printers
for logging real-time data, generating program listings and for their graphics capability.
The HP 2565A and HP 2566A offer high reliability,
low cost of ownership and software compatibility for
you. For more information on these printers, see
"Announcing two new heavy-duty printers" in this
issue of Computer Focus.

New HP FORTRAN 77
classroom course
Now you programmers, both novice and experienced,
can turn to Hewlett-Packard for intensive instruction
on HP FORTRAN 77. This new classroom course is
designed for those of you who want the benefits of
personal attention from an experienced instructor.
Fifty percent of the class is devoted to labs, giving
students extensive opportunities to practice writing
their own programs. For those who prefer to learn on
their own, a self-paced version (Product Number
22961C) is also available from HP.
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Product Number
22959C

Who should attend:
What they will learn:

Course topics:

Prerequisite:
Length:

Programming in
FORTRAN 77
Application Programmers who will be using
HP FORTRAN 77
HP FORTRAN 77 syntax; structured programming concepts;
how to solve complex
problems using
FORTRAN 77
FORTRAN 77 syntax
Program preparation
Data types
Computations
Decisions and loops
Subprograms
Input and Output
Files
Introduction to HP 1000
Computers (22951C)
Five days

For more information, contact your local HP sales rep.

HP 7974A and HP 9144A tape
drives now supported on A.84
With the release of A.84, you now have the opportunity to use two new tape drives on your HP 1000
A-Series systems.
Half inch tape drive makes system more
competitive
The HP 7974A offers you A-Series customers a lower
cost %-inch tape solution for backup and industry
standard interchange. The HP 7974A is the first
product with the 800 cpi density format to be supported on the HP 1000 A-Series. This is important to
many technical customers, particularly government
users, who need to exchange data with other systems
using the 800 cpi format. In addition to lower initial
cost, the HP 7974A also has a lower maintenance cost
than the 7970E tape drive.
Currently, the HP 7974A tape speed runs at 50 ips in
true startlstop mode. Future software enhancements
will take advantage of 100 ips tape speed in streaming
mode for improved performance. The standard HP

HP 1 000Series

7974A comes in an upright cabinet with an HP-IB
cable. The HP 7914ST configuration packages this
tape drive in a cabinet with a 7914R 132.1M byte disc
drive.
Quarter inch tape cartridge drive now offered
as stand-alone backup
Introduced July 1,the stand-alone HP 9144A provides
an excellent backup alternative to microfloppies for
the Micro 1000. The new tape drive can backup to
67M bytes of disc storage per cartridge making it a
good match for the HP 7912,7914,7941A and 7945A.
Compatibility with the tape cartridge drive assures
data interchange between HP systems using the
cartridge drives. It is also used for software
distribution.
Offering many new reliability features not previously
available on W-inch cartridge drives, the HP 9144A
provides greater data protection with read-after-write
and error correction capabilities.
Initially, performance will be approximately one third
that of the %-inch cartridge drive because the disc will
not be used as a cache buffer for the cartridge. Slower
performance should not be an issue for many,
however, since accessing the stand-alone cartridge
tape does not "lock out" the disc. Backup can be concurrent with other operations. Improved performance
will be available when the Immediate Response
feature and CPU data buffering are released with
A.85 PCO.

Combine HP 1000 A-Series wi,th
HP 7914ST for space and cost
savings

When ordering the HP 7914ST, no additional options
are required to mount the HP 1000 A-Series.
However, you must specify Option 070 on the 2196C,
2197C or 2199C to delete the (tall) system cabinet
and add an HP-IB 12009B interface.
Take advantage of this exceptional value to acquire an
HP 1000 A-Series complete with peripherals in a
single cabinet.

Incorrect HP 1000 A900 output
DMA spec
Please note that there will be a correction to the maximum DMA rate for the HP 1000 A900 in the HP
1000 A-Series Hardware Technical Data book. The
maximum output DMA rate will be changed from
3.OM byteslsec (1.5M wordslsec) to 2.5M byteslsec
(1.25M wordslsec). However, the present specs for
maximum input DMA and I10 bandwidth at 50% CPU
utilization are in fact accurate and will remain 3.7M
byteslsec (1.85M wordslsec) and 3.OM byteslsec
(1.5M wordslsec) respectively.
Previously, no single HP 1000 A-Series I10 card was
capable of achieving the maximum DMA transfer
rate. Now, however, Custom Engineering is developing an A-Series I10 card which transfers data across
the backplane as fast as it can handle it. Consequently,
recent tests of the new card's performance revealed
that the original spec was incorrectly stated.
For further information on the high speed interface
card or on the A900 spec, please contact your local HP
sales rep.

C*d

You are now able to reduce your floor space requirements for an HP 1000 A-Series system by mounting
the Model 26,27 or 29 into the HP 7914ST Mass
Storage Subsystem. In addition, you can take advantage of tremendous savings associated with the combined disc and tape packaging and the deletion of the
SPU cabinet.
Today, only HP 1000 Models 26,27, and 29 are supported in the HP 7914ST. HP is currently investigating how to address the air flow requirements of the
HP Micro 1000 so we can offer it in this confieuration
also.
w
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HP 9000 Series

SRM access for HP-UX now
available
HP 9000 HP-UX users may now access a Shared
Resource Management (SRM) system through the
use of the new SRM Access Utilities for HP-UX. With
this new product, an SRM configuration may now
include HP-UX systems.
The SRM Access Utilities consist of seven commands
which allow you to copy files between an SRM system
and an HP-UX system, delete files on the SRM, protect SRM files with passwords, make SRM directories
and obtain directory listings, move files from one SRM
location to another, and create links between SRM
files.

The software requires the same SRM interface cards
and cables that the BASIC and Pascal workstations
use. See the HP 9000 Data Communications Technica1 Supplement (PIN 5953-4642) for hardware configuration information.
Product numbers and prices are:
System

Product
Number/Option

SRM Access Utilities for
HP 9000 Series 200

98693A Opt. 022

SRM Access Utilities for
HP 9000 Series 500

98694A Opt. 022

W E software available for
SRM

HP 9000 Series 200

Controller

I SRM MUX I

System

\

RJE
Async

/

Other H P 9 0 0 0
Workstations

LAN

The utilities allow the HP-UX user to share SRM
peripheral devices such as printers and plotters,
eliminating the need for duplicate devices on the
HP-UX system. The system disc is still required on
the HP-UX system, but it need only be large enough
to handle the operating system and working files. The
SRM disc can be shared by many systems for storage
of common information and data.
It is possible to use the utilities in shell scripts which
periodically scan an SRM directory for jobs to run.
This enables a BASIC or Pascal workstation user to
submit jobs via the SRM to run on an HP-UX system
as batch jobs, freeing the workstation for other tasks.
In similar fashion, the HP-UX system can act as an
RJE or Async gateway to mainframe computers. The
utilities may also be used to copy files between two
SRM systems which cannot be directly connected, but
are both connected to the same HP-UX system.
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The RJE (Remote Job Entry) emulator software that
has been previously available on the HP 9000 Series
500 computers is now available for the HP 9000 Series
200 computers. This software package enables the HP
9000 Models 220 and 236 HP-UX computers to communicate with remote computers and peripherals that
support IBM 278013780 RJE stations. The RJE
emulator can also emulate host-side link level protocol
to allow communication with other IBM 278013780compatible devices for file transfer.
Using simple commands, you can submit large, timeconsuming jobs such as simulations and data-reductions for execution on the mainframe computer. The
job on the mainframe is processed as a background
task on the HP 9000 Series 200, allowing the HP 9000
Series 200 to perform other tasks simultaneously.
Results of the submitted job can be placed in directory
of choice, and the user is notified when the mainframe
job is done. And the HP-UX user interface makes RJE
easier than ever to use.
RJE transmits jobs that have been queued by the
SEND command, and receives print and punch data
sets and message output. This queuing feature allows
users to spool jobs for transmission, eliminating any
wait if the datacom line is busy. RJE also enters the
data sets into the proper HP-UX directory, notifies the
appropriate user of their arrival, and also scans the
message output to maintain a record of each of its
jobs.

HP 9000 Series

RJE emulator requires the RJE interface (Product
Number 98641A) to operate. Supported features
include:
Binary synchronous communications with EBCDIC
transmission codes
Data transmissions up to 19,200 bits per second
Transparent mode, which allows all possible
EBCDIC combinations to be used as data
Space compression and expansion in 3780 mode
only, thereby raising the effective throughput rate.

Ordering information
Description

HP-UX (single-user)
RJE Emulator for H P 9000 Series 200
HP-UX (multi-user)
RJE Interface

Product
Number
98797A
98798A
98641A

New version of BASIC for
HP 9000 Series 500
Three new BASIC products for the HP 9000 Series
500 are now available. They are BASIC 2.0 Language
System, BASIC 3D Graphics 3.0, and IMAGE Data
Base Management 2.0. These new products offer support of the HP 97046A 1M-byte RAM boards and new
HP 9000 Series 500 peripherals, as well as corrections
of errors in the older products. There is no change in
price from the earlier "A" products.
Due to the 1M-byte RAM board's requirements, there
will be a new version of the boot ROM for the HP
9000 Series 500. The new BASIC 2.0 will run on older
HP 9000 Series 500s and on new systems with the
new boot ROM. The older versions of BASIC will only
run on old systems with the old boot. The new peripherals are the same as those supported by HP-UX 4.0.
These new products permit the use of up to 10M
bytes of real memory for BASIC applications. More
important, they continue the tracking of HP-UX and
BASIC so that both will run on the same HP 9000
Series 500 hardware with the same set of supported
peripherals.
The new versions of 3D graphics and IMAGE were
created because the old versions will only work with
the old versions of BASIC. The older version products
will be available for at least six months so that you can
add capabilities to your existing system without
upgrading to the new version of the BASIC language.

The SRM binary, HP 97058A, will be modified to
include both the binary for the older BASIC, HP
97050A, and the new BASIC, HP 97050B. The BASIC
asynchronous terminal emulator, HP 97056A, is written in BASIC and is compatible with either the HP
97050A or the HP 97050B.
T h e following matrix shows the product
dependencies:
language graphics IMAGE
97050A

!17052A

HP

HP

970508

970528

S R M Terminal
binary Emulator

97053A

97053A

97053B

97053B

Hardware

97056A produced (before
October 1984)
Any H P 9000
97056A Model 520

For all customers on support services, the upgrade
will begin in early October. Those customers needing
to upgrade that do not have support services can order
the product using Option 001. This option is a discount for customers who own an earlier version of the
software product.

Pascal information update
T h e Pascal Right- to-Execute (Product Number
98615E) and the Right-to-Reproduce (Product Number 98615R) products will include the new Pascal 3.0
Right-to-Execute and Right-to-Reproduce certificates
and, for Right-to-Reproduce only, the new Pascal 3.0
manual set.
The Pascal 3.0 certificates allow you to reproduce or
execute either Pascal 2.1 or 3.0 (Product Number
98615AlB). The 3.0 documentation set is a superset
of the 2.1 manuals, with all 3.0 capabilities and
differences flagged.
In addition, Pascal 2.1 (Product Number 98615A) is
still available although it does not appear in the HP
9000 Series 200 and 500 Pricing Guide. This product
will remain on the HP Price List until December 31,
1984, when it will go into support life.
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HP 9000 Series

BASIC and Pascal shipments
explained
There has been some confusion as to which versions
of Pascal and BASIC you are receiving with your HP
9000 Series 200 "S" system purchase. Orders placed
before July 1 will receive BASIC 2.0 and 2.1, and Pascal 2.1. Orders placed after July 1 will receive BASIC
3.0 and Pascal 3.0 A large number of change orders
were placed after July 1 to take advantage of the price
reductions on the HP 9000 Series 200 bundled
systems. If a change order was submitted after July 1,
the order processing system will cause 3.0 to be
shipped. This creates a problem if you expect 2.0 or
2.1.
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As a courtesy, a letter will be included with the "S"
systems to notify customers that we are shipping the
latest version of our operating systems. For customers
with an existing Series 200 system who need the previous versions of the software, this letter serves as a
right to copy for their 2.012.1 operating systems (one
per letter). A hot-line number is supplied to handle
questions regarding the right-to-copy procedure.
For customers who do not have 2.012.1, but need it to
run a particular application, this letter also supplies a
hot-line phone number to HP's Technical Sales
Center. You can call this number to get the version of
the software andlor manuals that you need by supplying your order number and software version required.
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HP 3000Series

HP 3000 supports new
HP 2565A and HP 2566A
heavy-duty printers
The HP 3000 systems now support the new HP
2565A (600 lpm) and HP 2566A (900 lpm) printers
which, along with the HP 2563A (300 lpm) printer,
are a family of high-quality, heavy-duty 5x7 dot
matrix printers. See "Announcing two new heavyduty printers" in this issue of Computer Focus.
The HP 2565A and HP 2566A are plug-compatible
with the HP 2563A. This means that one printer can
replace another on a system and print the same form
or output (with the exception of bar codes) without
changing software. Also, operators that are familiar
with one printer can operate the other printers without additional training.
Support
The standard (and only) interface between the HP
2565A and HP 2566A and HP 3000s is HP-IB. The
following chart indicates printer maximums on
HP 3000 systems:

I

HP 3000
System

Number of Printers
Supported*

Series 30133
Series 37
Series 4X
Series 6X

0
2
4
4

HP 3000 system upgrade
changes
When you want to upgrade to a more powerful
system, you should choose the most current system
that meets your needs. Therefore, we will now offer
upgrades only to HP 3000 Series 42/48/68 systems,
since these systems offer you greater performance
and capability.
Also, we now have new prices for upgrade return
credits to the HP 3000 Series 42/48 which reflect both
the changes in the market value of remarketed
systems and the impact of the introduction of the HP
3000 Series 37. In most cases these lower credits are
more than offset by the lower SPU prices, therefore
our overall price-performance ratio is better than
ever. You still come out ahead.
For complete information on prices, please contact
your HP sales rep.

- -

*These maximums refer to the total number of HP2565As and HP
2566As in any combination. These printers are not supported on
the HP 3000 Series III.

Both of these devices are high-speed devices. They
are shipped with one electrical device load, but may be
configured for a range of one to seven device loads.
Their internal cabling requirement is one meter.
There are no configuration restrictions on these printers, other than being configured as high speed
devices.
The HP 2565A and HP 2566A are supported on HP
MPE-IV Q-delta-2 MIT and all MITs following Qdelta-2. This includes T-MIT, which is supported on
the HP 3000 Series 37 and new HP 3000s in late
October.
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HP 2621B, 2622A, and 2382A
display terminals to be
removed from HP Price List
January 1,1985
Since their introduction, the HP 2621B, 2622A, and
2382A alphanumeric display terminals have been
very successful. But their impressive performance has
been surpassed by the increased functionality and
lower price of the recently announced HP 2392A
display terminal.
Therefore, Hewlett-Packard has decided to remove
the HP 2621B, 2622A, and 2382A display terminals
from the HP Price List with discontinuance beginning
January 1, 1985. No shipments will occur after March
31, 1985. The normal five year support life will apply
for the discontinued products.
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HP 264X video interface to be
discontinued
The HP 13254A and Option 054 on the HP 264X
products will be removed from the HP Price List
November 1,1984. They are being obsoleted due to
lack of success in modifying them to comply with FCC
RFI regulations. By law these products can no longer
be produced, therefore orders will be filled only while
the current supply lasts. No orders can be honored
after the current stock is exhausted. If you already
own this product, you will continue to receive support
including the normal five year support after discontinuance. If you have questions or concerns, your HP
sales rep will be able to advise you.

KIA

Peripherals

Announcing two new heavy-duty
printers

HP 7976A to be removed from
HP Price List October 1

Hewlett-Packard has announced two heavy-duty line
printers for the EDP, manufacturing and engineering
markets.
The HP 2565A 600 lpm and HP 2566A 900 lpm
printers are rugged devices designed for high-speed
print applications.
HP has successfully broken the 600 lpm speed barrier
for dot-matrix line printers with the HP 2566A - a
first for the printing industry.
Matrix-printer features at band-printer speeds
The HP 2565A and HP 2566A offer capabilities and
features not typically found in line printers of similar
speed.
The standard character set in both printers is 8-bit
Roman8, which supports USASCII, in addition to 11
European languages at standard 1 0 cpi, compressed
16.7 cpi, and double highldouble wide characters. Up
to 1 4 optional character sets can be installed in the
printer at the same time.
Bar code capabilities
Both printers offer optional bar code character printing. Code 3 of 9, Interleaved 2 of 5, UPC (A & E) and
EAN (8 & 13) formats are supported by the printer.
In addition, OCR-A and B character sets are available
as an option.
Simplified paper mechanism
A unique paper handling mechanism offers easy
access to the paper path. In addition, the four paper
tractors are motor driven to enable fine adjustments
to both horizontal and vertical paper positioning.
System support
The HP 2565A and HP 2566A can interface via HPIB to both the HP 3000 and HP 1000 systems. Other
optional interfaces include the HP 2608A plugcompatible parallel differential 110 for the HP 1000
M/E/F-Series systems; RS-232-C, RS-422A and
Centronics parallel will be available soon.

The HP 7976A M-inch tape drive will be removed
from the HP Price List on October 1,1984. If you
need this drive, there are still two ways of ordering
one.
Although out of production, there is a supply of new
drives available at HP's Finance and Remarketing
Division (FRD) now. To order one after October 1,
contact your HP sales rep. New drives will be available as long as the supply last.
Introduced May 1,HP 7976AR drives are also available from FRD. If you need the features of the HP
7976A, the remarketed drives will fill the bill.
If you have questions concerning either of these tape
products, call your sales rep.

HP 9133V/XV, HP 9134XV, and
HP 82901M/2M to be obsoleted
The single-sided family of disc drives, the HP 9133V,
9133XV, 9134XV and the 5%-inch HP 82901M and
82902M disc drives will be obsoleted on March 1,
1985. Replacements for these products will be the
new SS-80 protocol family of double-sided mass
storage introduced October 1.These new products
offer increased capacity and improved performance at
a lower cost per byte.
Obsolete March 1,1985

Replacement

HP 9133V 5M-byte Wlnchesterl
3%-lnchM~crofloppy

HP 9133D 15M-byte W~nchesteri
3%-lnchMicrofloppy

HP 9133XV 15M-byte W~nchester/ HP 9133D 15M-byte Winchester/
3%-lnchMicrofloppy
3%-mnchWcrofloppy
HP 9134XV 15M-byte Wlnchester

HP 9134D ISM-byte Wlnchester

HP 82901M, 82902M 5%-inch
Flexible Ihsc Dr~ve

HP 9125s 5 h n c h Smgle DISCDrive
(readslmtes in 1BM and HP format)

If you have any questions regarding the obsolescence
of these products, please contact your local sales rep.

[ha

Remember - the HP system printer product line now
offers a full range of printers for your customers'
needs. T h e HP 2563A, our 300 lpm dotr matrix
printer introduced last fall, provides your customers a
medium speed device for EDP, engineering or
manufacturing applications. And the new HP 2565A
and 2566A heavy duty printers for heavy duty,
demanding applications.
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Computer Focus is published monthly for Hewlett-Packard OEMs
and Independent Software Vendors to keep you informed of H P
products and services and to provide information to help you be
more successful.
For further information on any of the products and services
discussed in Computer Focus, please contact your H P
sales rep.
Note: Not all H P computer products are sold and supported
in all countries. Please check with your local H P Sales
Office.
Hewlett-Packard does not warrant the accuracy of the
information provided in Computer Focus and shall not be
liable for any use made of the information contained herein.
Information provided in Computer Focus is subject to
change without notice.

If you have any suggestions or comments on
Computer Focus, please send them to:
Editor: Tracy Wester
Hewlett-Packard Company
Information Systems Group
19055 Pruneridge Avenue
Cupertino, California 95014 USA
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